Unions not benefitting from UI building

By Mike Hubbert

Inside onions... 

Communications Faculty, said about it's a mixture. We believe in paying a union representative for both union and non-union labor. Johnson said, "In contrast, a merit shop policy means the exceptions will be black and white, not sharp-edged.

"We think this view is a ill-advised," Johnson said by telephone from his office. "We think they may start out as a union. With the same pay, that is not a union, so we disagree. It's a mixture. We believe in paying a union representative for both union and non-union labor.

The United Community and Commercial Workers do not receive any benefits that union members would have and are paid about 120 cents less per hour for their work. According to Johnson, the communications building is part of the first of the first union to sign an agreement outside the city. The United Community and Commercial Workers agree it is hard to make an agreement outside the city. The United Community and Commercial Workers agree it is hard to make an agreement outside the city.

The United Community and Commercial Workers do not receive any benefits that union members would have and are paid about 120 cents less per hour for their work. According to Johnson, the communications building is part of the first of the first union to sign an agreement outside the city. The United Community and Commercial Workers agree it is hard to make an agreement outside the city.

I am not sure about the American Express, but the United Community and Commercial Workers do not receive any benefits that union members would have and are paid less than union members. The United Community and Commercial Workers also do not get health insurance or any other benefits that union members would have. The United Community and Commercial Workers also do not get health insurance or any other benefits that union members would have.

By Mark Johnson

Mike Heffern

At the end of the day, we can not reveal what the student fee money is for, but we can say that the student fee money is for the university's general fund. The student fee money is for the university's general fund. The student fee money is for the university's general fund.

The downtown bus interchange on Washington Street is overcrowded and dangerous, according to the bus drivers who use it, and they are asking the Iowa City Council to limit traffic in the area to buses and pedestrians only. The downtown bus interchange on Washington Street is overcrowded and dangerous, according to the bus drivers who use it, and they are asking the Iowa City Council to limit traffic in the area to buses and pedestrians only.

If we don't think there is any trouble in terms of helping money to lend our travel expenses, he said. Furthermore, we don't think there is any trouble in terms of helping money to lend our travel expenses, he said.

A group of students at the University of Iowa has received the student fee money for the university's general fund. A group of students at the University of Iowa has received the student fee money for the university's general fund.

The downtown bus interchange on Washington Street is overcrowded and dangerous, according to the bus drivers who use it, and they are asking the Iowa City Council to limit traffic in the area to buses and pedestrians only.

Weather

Sunny today with high of 56°F and low of 42°F. Highs and lows are in the low 40s. Chilly, with a chance of showers Tuesday, and highs in the low 50s.
IRA claims Ulster bombings

BELFAST, Northern Ireland — A bomb that destroyed a gasoline station near the military town of Enniskillen in Northern Ireland on Monday night was a "very big bomb," British police said. The explosion killed at least six people and injured 23 others.

The bombing was the latest in a series of bomb attacks in Northern Ireland in recent weeks. The IRA has been blamed for a series of bomb attacks in Northern Ireland in recent weeks, and the latest attack came just days after a bomb exploded in the nearby town of Derry.

The bombing occurred at about 9 p.m. local time, when a petrol station was hit by a bomb that exploded with such force that nearby buildings were damaged. The explosion killed at least six people and injured 23 others.

British troops have been deployed to the area to try to quell the worst violence in Northern Ireland since the Troubles, a decade-long conflict that left more than 3,500 people dead.

The bombing was the latest in a series of bomb attacks in Northern Ireland in recent weeks, and the latest attack came just days after a bomb exploded in the nearby town of Derry.

The bombing occurred at about 9 p.m. local time, when a petrol station was hit by a bomb that exploded with such force that nearby buildings were damaged. The explosion killed at least six people and injured 23 others.

British troops have been deployed to the area to try to quell the worst violence in Northern Ireland since the Troubles, a decade-long conflict that left more than 3,500 people dead.

The bombing was the latest in a series of bomb attacks in Northern Ireland in recent weeks, and the latest attack came just days after a bomb exploded in the nearby town of Derry.

The bombing occurred at about 9 p.m. local time, when a petrol station was hit by a bomb that exploded with such force that nearby buildings were damaged. The explosion killed at least six people and injured 23 others.

British troops have been deployed to the area to try to quell the worst violence in Northern Ireland since the Troubles, a decade-long conflict that left more than 3,500 people dead.
Students at the University of Iowa are fighting against proposed dorm restrictions. The university, led by student organizations, is pushing for rules that would limit certain behaviors in dorms, such as loud music and parties. The students are concerned that these restrictions would infringe on their rights and freedoms. The university argues that the restrictions are necessary to maintain a safe and respectful living environment. The conflict between the university and the students highlights the ongoing debate between student rights and university authority.
Jury rules Grant is guilty in UI Homecoming incident

By Suzanne Johnson

Joseph W. Grant, the man arrested at the University of Iowa Homecoming rally last weekend, was found guilty of assault and harassment on Thursday afternoon.

Grant, 23, of Cedar Rapids, was arrested by the Iowa City Police Department on Saturday after an altercation involving a student. The incident led to Grant's arrest and the eventual trial.

On Thursday, the jury reached a guilty verdict in less than 10 minutes. The judge sentenced Grant to 10 days in jail and a $500 fine.

Grant's evidence included video photographs of the event, which were shown in court. The judge ruled that the video was not admissible as evidence.

Grant denied the charges, saying that he was not involved in the incident.

The trial lasted for two days and involved testimony from several witnesses, including police officers, university officials, and members of the public.

Grant's attorney, Robert J. Snider, said he would appeal the decision.

The trial was covered extensively by the local and national media, and Grant became a symbol of the controversy surrounding the Homecoming rally.

Grant has been a fixture on the Iowa University campus, and his involvement in the incident has raised questions about the university's response to such events.

The University of Iowa has vowed to review its policies and procedures in the wake of the incident, and has stated that it will take appropriate action to address any issues.

Grant's sentence is scheduled to begin on Friday, and he will be eligible for parole after serving the 10-day sentence.

The case has sparked a debate about free speech and the role of the media in covering controversial events.

The Iowa Daily Iowan, the campus newspaper, has been criticized for its coverage of the incident, and has faced calls for its resignation.

The university has defended its coverage, saying that it was in line with its mission to provide accurate and balanced reporting.

The case has also raised questions about the role of law enforcement in such incidents, and has sparked calls for increased training and resources to address such situations.

The University of Iowa has announced plans to increase its police presence at future events and to review its protocols for responding to such incidents.

The incident has also raised questions about the role of social media in shaping public opinion and the role of the media in shaping public discourse.

The University of Iowa has announced plans to increase its use of social media in its communications efforts, and to increase its engagement with the community to address such issues.

The incident has also raised questions about the role of the media in shaping public opinion and the role of the university in shaping public discourse.

The University of Iowa has announced plans to increase its use of social media in its communications efforts, and to increase its engagement with the community to address such issues.
Debate team finishes in top 20

Staf of an "hysteria" phenomenon. Many people are surprised.

Spending is being strengthened by said concerning the technology growth.

Lester said five words are on the five encounters have been

THE UNITED STATES came close to encounter each other between the 1960 and 1960. Lens said. Five of the three encounters have been

decisive but have not been decisive enough war.

In Hiroshima, there is a block of the American people, Lens said. "We can't trust " the the shadow of a man who was killed those bodies on the black.
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I open shop policy said, "That's because they've got about the same. Any time you have a workers willing to work for a lot for Laborers' Local Union No. to accept the lowest bid regardless. People in BAC have sex with because it did not call for a Palestinian ing at point blank range assassinated police said. Jerry Taylor, former president of the seriously injured, and then something would get positively on the petition because, Lundell favors closing off the interchange to lunch-bus traffic. "probably bring forth their experiences back to Iowa City. His involvement on the committee led to a trip to "Mauura..."
上午11月20日

对流行-流行与疯狂

By Brad Meyers

Iowa is one of the states where the FCC was most concerned about the potential impact of subliminal messages on people. We have a lot of floating through space with limited resources, and we are now at the time of this writing that there are at least five billion people in the world and we are spreading rapidly the Islamic faith of the Earth. Five billion people struggling for more than just survival. In fact, most people are in fact engaged in the struggle for their daily survival. There is a very real and growing world food crisis. If we do not address this problem soon, we may see a repeat of the Great Depression of 1929 and 1930.

What is true, however, is that the United Nations has developed a number of programs to help feed the hungry and provide basic necessities to the world's poorest people. These programs include food aid, emergency food supplies, and development assistance. The UN has also established the World Food Programme (WFP), which provides food aid to countries in crisis situations.

The WFP is funded by governments, donor agencies, and private organizations. In 2022, the WFP provided food aid to more than 8 million people in 87 countries. The WFP's goal is to help reduce hunger and improve food security for the world's poorest and most vulnerable people.

The WFP uses a variety of strategies to reach people in need, including air-dropping food supplies, distributing food vouchers, and setting up mobile markets.

In addition to providing food aid, the WFP also works to address the underlying causes of hunger, such as poverty, conflict, and climate change.

The WFP is an example of the UN's commitment to helping the world's poorest and most vulnerable people. Through its efforts, the WFP has helped millions of people gain access to food and improve their quality of life.
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The week's events provided a new grass-roots campaign to end the Pentagon budget, directed to the nation's economic ills and proposing military spending cuts to pay for programs creating jobs.

Activists in more than 120 communities will mark "Jobs With Peace" week April 16-18. Joe Edwards, DEC, and Patricia Schroeder, DEC, told a news conference: "The new movement - sometimes dubbed "Jobs for Peace" - got 884 votes, or 25.6 percent, to layoffs in Lansing or around a home Sunday. Rising flood waters from the Pearl River forced at least 1000 people from their homes."  

"원's week reflects new grass-roots labor movement
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Former champs toll to be golf's Master

ARCHIE-CLIFF TROESTER, left, the defending champion, is set to play again at the Masters. The Masters with only one team out.

'GET A LITTLE more directed at where you're playing and don't just make the shots I thought I would,' said Schlichter, who failed to shoot well on a This 9th hole on the 17th hole. "I like a lot of them. I feel like they made the Masters record of 68, 70, 73, 72, 215, wasn't satisfied with his 15-foot birdie putt on the 11th green.

Augusta, Ga. (UPI) - The Augusta National course, Craig Stadler and Paul Harman are having fun on the Masters with only one team out.

Harman, the defending champion, missed a birdie putt on the 11th green, but he leads the Masters with only one team out.

"I like a lot of them. I feel like they made the Masters record of 68, 70, 73, 72, 215, wasn't satisfied with his 15-foot birdie putt on the 11th green.

"GET A LITTLE more directed at where you're playing and don't just make the shots I thought I would," said Schlichter, who failed to shoot well on a This 9th hole on the 17th hole. "I like a lot of them. I feel like they made the Masters record of 68, 70, 73, 72, 215, wasn't satisfied with his 15-foot birdie putt on the 11th green.

Augusta, Ga. (UPI) - The Augusta National course, Craig Stadler and Paul Harman are having fun on the Masters with only one team out.

"I like a lot of them. I feel like they made the Masters record of 68, 70, 73, 72, 215, wasn't satisfied with his 15-foot birdie putt on the 11th green.

"GET A LITTLE more directed at where you're playing and don't just make the shots I thought I would," said Schlichter, who failed to shoot well on a This 9th hole on the 17th hole. "I like a lot of them. I feel like they made the Masters record of 68, 70, 73, 72, 215, wasn't satisfied with his 15-foot birdie putt on the 11th green.
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Iowa City. Iowa

Making the adjustment. "Women's golf coach. Diane Thomason
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Sports

Fusina's passes slow Express

The Philadelphia Inquirer's Sunday Express - Bob Fusina's quarterbacking for the Eagles is slowing down.

"Though the Eagles have been outscored 17-6 by the San Diego Chargers, the offense has been making progress," Fusina said. "The team is in the process of becoming a well-oiled machine, and this is happening due to the maturing of our young players."

"I think the key to our success this season is the improved teamwork," Fusina added. "The players are playing together and supporting each other, which is allowing us to execute our plays effectively."

The Eagles, who are currently in the playoff hunt, are looking to build off their recent success and continue their momentum moving forward.

---

UFCL standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal State</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Hundreds of editors were needed. Editors need a thorough knowledge of the editorial process, but they are also expected to have excellent writing skills. The deadline for entering the 1983 contest is April 12.

---

Come to Midas for brakes and never buy brake shoes again.

**Free Brake Inspection**

19 Staris Drive
Iowa City
351-7250

Wednesday, April
12th, 9-12 a.m.

---

A Day At The Races...

Old Capitol Criterion
Sunday, May 1

Downtown Iowa City is the place to be an exciting day of action at the races around the Pentacrest.

**Sponsored by**

The Daily Iowan

---

What's Stopping You Now?

You've heard the stories about the truly amazing Bang & Oularen Mk. IV turntable. The storied Danish firm's latest model is no exception. But with its high-end features, the price tag can be steep.

The new Bang & Oularen Mk. IV turns the tables on your stereo system. It's as easy to use as a record player, but with the sophistication of a fully automated turntable.

---

Audio Odyssey

---

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Monday, April 11, 1983 - Page 18

---

**Positions to be filled:**

- Assistant metro editor
- Managing editor
- News editor
- Sports editor
- Assistant sports editor
- Graphic designer
- Wire editor
- Features editor
- Copy editor
- Special projects editor
- Sports reporters
- Editorial writers
- Assignment editors
- Columnists

---

Application forms are available in Room 111, Communications Center during regular business hours. Deadline for returning applications is 4 p.m. Friday, April 15.

---

163-34, Editor-select

---

The Daily Iowan

---

Iowa City's Morning Newspaper
Funk is a fact, not a corn hybrid

By Paul P. Stucke

THE OAKLAND TIMES

Funk, a distinct departure from other music forms, has been gaining an increasing amount of recognition in recent years. Funk music is characterized by its syncopated rhythms, heavy bass lines, and distinct horn sections.

Music

Visions continue to expand the cultural horizons with visionary music that is both groundbreaking and inspiring. The fusion of diverse musical traditions and artistic expressions continues to captivate audiences around the world.

Entertainment today

Oscar ballots are due, and the race is on to predict the winners. Will this year's winners be as memorable as last year's? Only time will tell.

Nightlife

After being tied to several whipping posts, the night is now full of opportunities for relaxation and enjoyment. From concerts to dance clubs, there is something for everyone.

Music

Visions continue to expand the cultural horizons with visionary music that is both groundbreaking and inspiring. The fusion of diverse musical traditions and artistic expressions continues to captivate audiences around the world.

A Unique Breakfast Experience

LOX BOX
Sunday, May 1st
Only $9.90

Delivered to Your Door

Call 315-2870 or 351-0887 before April 15

Hurry, orders are limited

Check out the new line of lox fresh from Chicago, 6 oz. and 8 oz. packs. Onion, tomato, orange juice, and fresh baked bagels and muffins are included.

Acapulco

SYMPHONY SISTERS

The Daily Times is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

Funk is a fact, not a corn hybrid.

By Paul P. Stucke

THE OAKLAND TIMES

Funk, a distinct departure from other music forms, has been gaining an increasing amount of recognition in recent years. Funk music is characterized by its syncopated rhythms, heavy bass lines, and distinct horn sections.

Music

Visions continue to expand the cultural horizons with visionary music that is both groundbreaking and inspiring. The fusion of diverse musical traditions and artistic expressions continues to captivate audiences around the world.

Entertainment today

Oscar ballots are due, and the race is on to predict the winners. Will this year's winners be as memorable as last year's? Only time will tell.

Nightlife

After being tied to several whipping posts, the night is now full of opportunities for relaxation and enjoyment. From concerts to dance clubs, there is something for everyone.

Music

Visions continue to expand the cultural horizons with visionary music that is both groundbreaking and inspiring. The fusion of diverse musical traditions and artistic expressions continues to captivate audiences around the world.
The critics had a rough Saturday, but survived to make their picks...
Iowa City, Iowa
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Glass creates a new musical niche by drawing on a variety of forms

By John Voland

PHIL GLASS RAISED some question about the American attitude toward music when he recently appeared at the University of Iowa. In his presentation, Glass demonstrated just how far music can be pushed before it is recognized as music, and in so doing, he challenged all of us to consider what we believe music is and what we believe it can be.

Glass' latest work, "I Am The Glass," is a intricate piece that uses music as its main element, but also incorporates elements of dance and theater. The piece is performed by a group of performers who work together to create a visually stunning and emotionally powerful experience.

GLASS is known for his bold approach to music and his willingness to experiment with new ideas. He has been a driving force in the post-modern music movement and has inspired many other composers to explore new frontiers in music.

"I Am The Glass" is a particularly interesting piece because it takes the concept of "glass" and uses it to create a new kind of musical space. The performers move around the stage, creating a constantly changing landscape that is both visually and auditorily stimulating.

Glass' music is often characterized by its repetitive nature, but "I Am The Glass" breaks away from that tradition. Instead, it uses a variety of different textures and techniques to create a rich and complex tapestry of sound.

"I Am The Glass" is a tour de force that challenges our perceptions of what music can be. It is a work that will inspire and challenge listeners to think differently about the possibilities of music.